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Publisher 9781610035828 Teacher 136

Revise first sentence of 

second paragraph on 

page 136.

Tell the students that we call the place where a story takes place the setting of the story. 
Tell the students that where and when a story takes place is called the setting of the 

story.

Publisher 9781610035828 Teacher 136

Revise second sentence 

in first paragraph in Step 

4.

Encourage the students to think about the settings of their stories (where the stories take 

place) as they read today. 

Encourage the students to think about the settings of their stories (where and when the 

stories take place) as they read today.

Publisher 9781610035828 Teacher 156

Revise first sentence in 

second paragarph of Step 

3.

Remind the students that a story’s setting, or where it takes place, is an important part of 

the story.

 Remind the students that a story’s setting, or where and when it takes place, is an 

important part of the story. 

Publisher 9781610035835 Teacher 524
Revise third sentence in 

Step 3.

They also thought about setting, or where a story takes place, and how that can affect 

what happens in the story.

They also thought about setting, or where and when a story takes place, and how that 

can affect what happens in the story.

Publisher 9781610035903 Teacher 159
Delete fourth Do Ahead 

bullet on page 159.
Delete text.

✓Prior to Day 1, you might wish to provide each student with a copy of Tuck Everlasting

to read during the unit. For information about ordering class sets of the novel, visit the 

CCC Learning Hub (ccclearninghub.org).

Publisher 9781610035927 Teacher 116

Capitalize "Audio" in the 

second bullet of the 

Extension activity "Use 

an Online Dictionary"

accessed through an audio button or icon accessed through an Audio button or icon

Center for the Collaborative Classroom

English Language Arts and Reading, Grade 3

Collaborative Literacy: Texas Edition, Grade 3  (9781682464380)

English Language Arts and Reading, Grade 5

Collaborative Literacy: Texas Edition, Grade 5  (9781682464403)

11/13/2018 Center for the Collaborative Classroom
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